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With no choice, omi could only withdraw.
The first plan to kill Nian Qing failed.
When Nian Qing arrived at the Dragon Clan, he immediately went to ask the Dragon King where the
most beautiful dragon man was.
The Dragon King had to lie and say, “Just died.”
Of course Nian Qing didn’t believe him, so the Dragon King took out a pot of ashes, love it or not.
Prince Nianqing was very angry, but had no choice, and immediately left with his entourage.
A few days later, the ancestral festival was over.
The hot and boisterous dragon clan also returned to peace.
However, omi was very unhappy.
“Grandpa, don’t stop me, I have to go to the heavens, I have to think of a way to sneak into the
Immortal Court, I’m sure that within the Immortal Court, the Immortal Emperor won’t be watching all
the time, so I’ll have a chance.Besides, I’m very much put me, after I change my face, even the
Immortal Emperor can’t see through my real body.”omi found the Dragon King and said to him.
“Are you sure that even the Immortal Emperor won’t be able to see through your true body after
you’ve changed your face?” First web site m．kanshu8.net
“I can’t be sure, but I’m ninety percent sure.”
“Then how do you want to get into the Immortal Court?”The Dragon King asked.
At that moment, omi had a clever idea and said, “Grandpa, Fake Ao Bao, I don’t think she has returned
to the Immortal Court yet.”
“The ancestor sacrifice has just ended, and she still wants to stay at home for a few more days before
returning to the Immortal Court in a few days.”
omi asked, “Did Fake Ao Bacchus bring an attendant with her?”
“Of course I have, but all of her attendants are female maids.”
“Haha, grandpa, I’ve thought of a way, I’ll pose as one of the female maids and follow Ao Bao to the
Immortal Court, and then, hehe, I’ll have more than enough opportunities to do it.”omi said in surprise.
The Dragon King rolled his eyes, “You’re a male, how can you impersonate.”

“I can disguise myself as a woman ah, it’s not my first time pretending to be a woman, and I can
disguise myself exactly the same.”
“Come on, isn’t this just the divine ability of change, I can also change into a woman, or a flower, bird,
insect or fish, but those in higher realms can see through it at a glance.”
In the next second, omi’s body twisted and transformed into a woman’s form.
“Grandpa, how do you see me now, are you able to see through my true body?”
“I can’t, but just because I can’t, doesn’t mean that no one else can, there are plenty of strong people
in the Immortal Court, and the most important one is the Immortal Emperor.”
“Grandpa, I’ve said it all, I’m ninety percent sure that the Immortal Emperor can’t see through my real
body.”
omi’s body was integrated into the material of the Flip Mirror, which was a divine weapon at the
beginning of the world, so omi was confident that no one would be able to see through him after he
transformed.
It was a real hassle to kill a Nianqing, but it was normal, after all, he was the son of an Immortal
Emperor, it would be abnormal if he was so easy to kill.
“Are you sure you want to risk it?”
“Grandpa, help me make arrangements to find a fake Ao Bao’s maid, I want to disguise myself as her
and then follow Ao Bao to the Immortal Court.”
“But what if the Immortal Emperor can see through your real body?”
“Grandpa, I’m just a maid, the Immortal Emperor is full of food, why are you looking at me.”
“Then you must be careful, I don’t want to lose you again, you have to live in place of my
granddaughter.”
omi nodded his head in a moved voice, “Grandpa, don’t worry, I will.”
A few hours later, one of the maids beside the fake Ao Scuttle was brought in.
omi smoothly disguised himself as that maid and knew all of that maid’s memories.
“Grandpa, I’m going then.”
“En, be sure to be careful.”
omi arrived at a certain part of the Dragon Palace
.
“Joy, where have you been for so long .”As soon as omi reached the front door, a woman’s voice was
heard from inside, it was that fake Ao Bacchus.
omi took a look at that fake Ao Bao, somewhat surprisingly, she was quite pretty, and her beauty
wasn’t much different from the real Ao Bao.

If the Dragon Clan was going to use someone to fake Ao Scutellation, of course they had to choose a
pretty one, after all, everyone knew before that Ao Scutellation was one of the top ten genius
beauties in the Immortal Realm, if it was too ugly, they would definitely be suspected.
omi immediately said, “Back to my mother, I ran into a cousin of mine who was on duty at the Dragon
Palace, so I chatted with him a bit more.”
“En, it’s fine.”That fake Ao Ba did not pursue the matter, nor did she suspect that the maid in front of
her was a man disguised.
“Huanxin, go for a walk with me, I’m going back to the Immortal Court tomorrow, I want to walk more.”
“Yes, Mother.”
omi learned through the original maid’s memories that this fake Ao Bingsheng married Nianqing and
was also miserable.Because Prince Nianqing liked men and had no interest in women, so he hadn’t
even shared a room after being married to him for so long.
omi accompanies that fake Ao Bao to wander around the gardens of the Dragon Palace.
Wandering aimlessly.
One could tell that the fake Ao Bao seemed very reluctant to leave.
“Mother, what are you thinking about?”Don Zimmer asked.
“Oh, what else can I think about, thinking about my past.”
omi searched his memories and didn’t get any content of Fake Ao Bao’s previous identity, it seemed
that the real maid didn’t know what Fake Ao Bao used to do either.
“Mother, where did you used to be.”
“Does this matter?”
“Unimportant.”
“Yes, unimportant, I’m already the Dragon King’s granddaughter, Ao Bacchus, my old life is gone, and I
can only be dedicated to being good Ao Bacchus.”
“Isn’t the Mother reluctant?How many people dream of serving the Immortal Emperor as a
daughter-in-law.”
Fake Ao Bacchus looked blankly at omi and said, “Are you being sarcastic?”
“I dare not, slave.”
“Joy, you know full well that I’m not happy.”
“Mother, is it because Prince Nian Qing hasn’t been sharing a room with you?”omi asked.
Fake Ao Bao stared at omi and said, “Huanxin, how do I feel that you have become bolder, before you
were very clear about what you should say and what you shouldn’t say, but now why do you say
everything.”

“Your Majesty atone for your sins, the slave servant only saw that Your Majesty was unhappy, so she
spoke boldly and straightforwardly, otherwise, everyone would have to be careful about what they say
in front of Your Majesty, wouldn’t it be that Your Majesty wouldn’t even have a person to speak her
mind.”omi.
Fake Ao Bao’s eyebrows furrowed, wondering a bit if it was the same Huan Xin from before, why she
was so eloquent now.
“Cheerful heart, are you alright.”
“Back to Nymphet, I’m fine, if Nymphet doesn’t like me like this, I can say what I should say and not say
what I shouldn’t say, just like before.”
“No, I still like you the way you are now, I’m not really a dragon princess anyway, there’s no need to be
so respectful to me, from now on, you can say whatever you want to say, save me the boredom.”
“Yes, Mother.”
“Joy, don’t you want to know what I used to be?Okay, I’ll tell you.”
“Mother, please speak.”
“I used to, live in the East Sea’s Heavenly Wither Cliff, originally, I was just a very ordinary, but with an
extraordinary dream, a dragon girl, my talent, in my hometown, was one of the best, I also had a
complete home, unfortunately, suddenly one day, the people of the Dragon Palace found me and
asked me to impersonate Ao Bao, so I had a home I couldn’t return to, I could only force myself,
shouting something that wasn’tKnowing my dad, my mom, my brother, my sister, and my grandfather,
I don’t know how much longer I’m going to last.”

